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Message from the Guest Editors

In recent years, we have followed the progress of the
research area of future turbomachines in power generation
and transport, including applications such as steam and
gas turbines, hydro- and wind turbines, energy storage
flywheels, aircra  engines, turbochargers, turbo
compressors and more. Developments are driven by
problems and trends in oil-free technology, electric drive,
downsizing, high speed and stability range, power loss
reduction, recyclable materials, emission reduction, fuel
consumption and further environmental concerns.

In some aspects of turbomachinery rotor dynamic design,
the methods are mature and the tools advanced enough to
provide boundary design. Other aspects require the
integration of edge tools in simulation and optimization so
as to establish the future design instructions of
turbomachines operating beyond today’s limitations.

Topics include but are not limited to new rotor dynamic
concepts on turbomachines, dynamic design optimization
of turbomachines utilizing modern methods, nonlinear
rotor dynamics, oil-free and novel bearing elements, digital
twins of turbomachines, and advanced methods and
principles for stability and control.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Giulio Nicola Cerullo
Dipartimento di Fisica,
Politecnico di Milano, Piazza L.
da Vinci 32, 20133 Milano, Italy

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

As the world of science becomes ever more specialized,
researchers may lose themselves in the deep forest of the
ever increasing number of subfields being created. This
open access journal Applied Sciences has been started to
link these subfields, so researchers can cut through the
forest and see the surrounding, or quite distant fields and
subfields to help develop his/her own research even further
with the aid of this multi-dimensional network.
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